1. Introduction. Let B denote a real vector space, B a sigma algebra of subsets of B, and l1ll a semi-norm on B. We say the triple (B, B, 11-11) is a linear measurable space if (i) addition and scalar multiplication are B measurable operations on B, (ii) for all t > O we have {x E B: lIxll < t} E B, and (iii) there exists a subset F of the 13 measurable linear functionals on B such that If the {Xj j > 1) are real valued, then necessary and sufficient conditions for the strong law of large numbers which might be considered "satisfactory" are rather recent [6] , [7] . These results are easily extended to the case where the {X>} takes values in a finite dimensional vector space, but for random variables with values in an infinite dimensional vector space the situation is much less desirable. To be sure, the infinite dimensional case is substantially different. In fact, except for the case where the {Xj} are independent indentically distributed (i.i.d.), only rather unsatisfactory sets of sufficient conditions are known when the {Xj} takes then we show that the SLLN is equivalent to (Sn/n) --pO.
From a practical point of view our results are still somewhat unsatisfactory in that our assumptions are not entirely in terms of the individual summands. Nevertheless, finding good sufficient conditions for the SLLN without restrictions on the range space is a very delicate problem, and what is accomplished here in many cases reduces the problem to the study of the weak law of large numbers.
An application to the strong law of large numbers in Banach spaces of type p is made in Section 4.
2. Some lemmas. To prove Theorem 1 we employ the Erdds double truncation technique (see, e.g., [8] ) and the exponential inequalities of [5] . Next we note that by symmetry and (3.1a) it suffices to assume that To prove (3.2) we need only prove that If one imposes stronger conditions on the Xj's, then one can obtain the conclusion of Theorem 1 under hypotheses which are sometimes weaker than (3. lb) . In what follows we let LLj = log(log(j V e )). where r(j) -> oo as j oo, then there exists a sequence of independent, symmetric, real valued random variables such that (3. 1Oa)' and (3. 1Ob) hold, yet (Sn/n) 4as0. Such an example is given by Prokhorov [7] , and is easily modified so that we also have (Sn/n) -->0 and still (Sn/n) #/a.s. O Furthermore, under (3. 1Oa) condition (3. 1Ob) is necessary and sufficient for independent mean zero real-valued random variables to satisfy the strong law of large numbers [7] , but it is easy to produce an example in the infinite dimensional setting which satisfies (a) and (Sn/n) as?0, yet (b) fails.
The example is in the Banach space co. Let X, = (n/LLn)ee, where {e"} is a sequence of independent random variables such that P(ej = ? 1) =2 and {e"} is the usual basis in co. Then (a) holds and (Sn/n) HasO ?in co, yet (b) fails.
PROOF. The proof proceeds in a manner similar to that of Theorem 1. As before we can assume the Xj's are symmetric, so it suffices to prove (3.2).
First we note by the method used to prove the exponential inequality of [5] we get: if g Xj < cb, (1 < j n), then (3. Of course, if an = nr (r > 2), then the above theorem holds.
4. An application to spaces of type p-Rademacher. As mentioned in the introduction the above results are not completely satisfactory, since our conditions are not on the individual terms. However, if one imposes restrictions on the geometry of the space, the results become less unsatisfactory.
A Banach space is said to be of type p-Rademacher if there exists a constant c < so such that whenever X [1, , X, E B are independent, with EX) =0 and E IIX I IP < o, then (4.1) EIIX1 + + X,11P < cXY_=EIIXjIIP.
(For further information on these spaces see [3] .) THEOREM 
